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MICROHEMOCIRCULATION--OBSERVA13LE VARIABLES AND THEIR BmoLoemc CONTROL. By Elio

Maggio. Springfield, Ill., Charles C Thomas, 1965, 197 pp.

The recent wave of interest in the microcircuhation has led to an almost umnmanageable

number of symposia; when the proceedings of these symposia are pumblished, they lead to

volumes of very’ limited umse, crammed with repetition, umneven in scope, and condemned to

a half-life of the order of six months. Under these circummstances it is refreshing to find a

little volume which represents the work of one imian. an otolaryngologist, who has done his
best to cover the field in a comprehensive manner. beginning with the year 2650 B.C. and

leading UI) to the present time. At this date. this booklet probably represents the most

practical source for anyone who would want to ac(lnire very’ rapidly a bird’s eye view of
the field. It represents the abbreviated version of a niuch larger volume (Micro- e macro-
circolazione, published by Ii Pensiero Scientifico Editore. Rome, 1962, approx. 1400 pages).

After (lealing briefly with definitions. the book opens with a historical review, which is

schematically ireseuite�l in 17 pages. very’ readable. informative, and fairly’ accuirate. Chap-
ter III. concerning niethodologv. is a very’ useful summary of available technics. The

followimig chapters deal with structure, fuinction, and their correlation under normal and

abnormal circumiistances. The volume eixls with a simple “Atlas of Observable Variables”:

57 figures. in black and white or color. show examples of what may- be seen with various

kinds of “microcirculatory” preparations. The bibliography’ (close to 600 references) is

perhaps the major asset of the book.

Since the overall plan of the work is so well conceived, it is indeed most regrettable to

(lisco%’er that the text does not quite live up to the promise. Many’ imprecise or uncritical

statements are scattered throumghoumt. particularly in the sections dealing with function, and

the distinction between fact and theory is often blurred. Thuis the important chapter on

transcapillarv exchange is unfortunately’ the poorest. On p. 82. for instance, one reads:

“Present experimental evidence ( 177) indicates that only’ particuilate material 25-50 A in

diameter. , . [can] cross the capillary walls by endothelial vesiculation.” This key statement

is not juistifled l)y’ the facts; the reference, in any event, is to a 1955 work by Jancs#{243},

published before the advent of electron microscopy, and thus wholly irrelevant to “vesicuila-

tion.” Even assuniing that the reference is wrong, one learns from the following page that

the diameter of 25-50 A refers to particles of colloidal carbon black; these are actually 10

times larger. The author then proceeds to discuss “cytopemphix” (sic). Of the two electron
micrographs used to illustrate capillaries, one dates from 1957; as such it is practically

useless (Fig. 25). On p. 1 19 one reads that the features of the vascular response are

basically the same despite the varying (“inadequate”: ?) stimuli; this is certainly untrue. On

p. 121: “Experimentally induced inflammation is not influienced by antihistamines.” This

startling stateniemit is contradicted liv careful studies too numerous to mention. Worst of all,

on p. 123 the author suggests that one shoumld explore the umse of enzymes for destroying

histamine, since ‘the highly purified preparations . . . of the enzymes . . . would provide a

product . . . deprived of any toxicity due to its’ protein nature” ( italics mine).

These examples are regretfumlly’ (1umoted merely’ to warn the reader that he will best use
this booklet as a compendiumnm of miiethodologv and as a source of references. For a critical

and 111)-to-date ap�)raisal of each point he shoumld look elsewhere, amid perhaps leaf through

the three recent volumes on the circulation in the Handbook of Phuj.uiology.-Cuido Ma/no,

M.D.

HAEMATOLOCICAL TEchNiQuEs F’OIl USE ON ANIMALS. By B. K. Archer, M.A., Ph.D.,
M.R.C.V.S., Research Haematologist at the Equine Re’earch Station, The Animal Health

Trust, New Market. Philadelphia, F. A. Davis Co., 130 pp.

This book will be of most value for those individuals unfamiliar with animals or

hematologic technique. The hook is divided into two basic parts. The first part includes a
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thorough, elementary presentation of methods and apparatums available for obtaining blood

samples from varioums species of domestic and laboratory animals. The second part explains

in detail the usual tests used to examine these samples. In addition, brief mention is made

to aspiration biopsy and blood grouping techniqumes. The appendix contains a limited chart

of normal hernatological values for twelve different species.

The techniqumes presented are those methods umsed by’ the author. Consequently, no

attempt has been made to compare different ways to accomplish a given test or procedumre.

For an introduiction to experimental animal hematoIog�-, this book should be recommended.
-Robert M. Lewis, M.D.
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THE BIOCHEMISTRY OF ANIMAL DEVELOPMENT, VOL. I. By Rudolph Weher, Zoologisclies

Institut, Bern, Switzerland. New York, Academic Press, 583 pp.. $23.00.

‘fHE HEART. By I. Willis Hurst, M.D., Professor and Chairman, Departmnent of Medicine,

Emory University School of Medicine, and Chief of Medicine, Crady Memorial Hospital.

Atlanta, Ceorgia; and Bruce Logue, M.D.. Professor of Medicine, Emory Universit�

School of Medicine, amid Chief of Medicine, Emory’ University’ Hospital, Atlanta, Ceorgia.

New York, McCraw-Hill Book Co., 1185 pp.. $25.00.

NUCLEAR HEMATOLOGY. By E. Szirmai, Division of Nuclear Hematology, Medical Section,

The Institution of Nuclear Engineers, London, England. New York, The Academic Press,

533 pp.’ $22.50.
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